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Context
● EN105 First-Year Writing Info Literacy Instruction
○ Normally…
○ Planning for hybrid Fall 2020 (#unprecedentedTimes)
● 1 of 5 Canvas Modules 
○ Introduction, Selecting a Topic, Evaluating Online Information, 
Types of Sources, & Searching Library Resources
● Implementation
○ 17 sections, ~20 students each
○ Used by 9 out of 11  instructors
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Learning Objective
● Students will be able to describe the uses of different 
resource types in order to identify information resources to 
support their topics.
● Module prefaced with questions:
○ What kinds of resources are there? 
○ How do you use them? 
○ What's the difference between a “popular” source and a 
“scholarly” one? 
○ Why is it important to use scholarly sources?
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Lesson Planning
● Active Learning + Asynchronous?
● Student interactions with:
○ Each other
○ Material
○ Librarians
● Backward Design
● Context-based Learning
● Assessment: Formative and Summative
The Lesson Itself!
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Limitations
● Overall, too long
● Less personalized
● Time-consuming discussion boards
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Looking Forward to Spring 2021
● Revision
● Zoom option
● Fewer sections!
Questions?
Hannah Cabullo
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